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ABSTRACT

Polarized electron sources are needed to study the spin dependant processes in
atomic and molecular systems. This area of physics has enjoyed much success in the past
decade due to the development of polarized electron sources o f high electron polarization and
current. We have investigated the production and extraction of polarized electrons from an
optically pumped helium discharge.
We have directly extracted electrons with polarizations between 6% and 7% at
currents greater than 200 pA from a helium DC discharge where the helium 23Sj metastable
atoms are optically pumped to nearly 100% polarization. These high metastable polarizations
are achieved using recently developed, high power lasers tunable through the relevant He
transitions [1] and the development o f a cross beam polarization enhancement technique [2].
The polarized electrons are produced via coulombic interactions involving the polarized He
metastable atoms within an active discharge. A single mode probe laser, appropriately tuned,
oriented and polarized is used to interrogate the individual Zeeman levels to obtain the
absolute polarization of the metastable ensemble. The polarization of the extracted electrons
is measured with a new in-line neon polarimeter [3],
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I INTRODUCTION

A. POLARIZED ELECTRONS BEAMS

1. Electron Polarization.

In 1925 Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck suggested that the

electron carries an intrinsic angular momentum [4] of magnitude h/2 where h is Planck's
constant. This intrinsic angular momentum is called spin. Electrons can be found in two
possible spin states relative to any quantization axis - spin up and spin down. It was found
that electron beams could be produced in which a majority of the electrons' spins have a
preferred direction. Such beams are said to be polarized.
An electron beam (or any ensemble of electrons) is defined as polarized if there exists
an axis such that the two possible spin states are not equally populated. The degree of
polarization, Pe, is given by the relation Pe = (N T - N i)/(N T + N i) where N T is the number
of spin-up electrons and N 1 is the number of spin down electrons measured along any axis.
IfPe = 0 (N t = N I), the beam is unpolarized. If Pe = 1 (either NT or N-l = 0) then the beam
is fully polarized. If 0 < Pe < 1, then the beam is said to be partially polarized.
2. Importance of Polarized Electron Beams. Polarized electron beams are important
in many fields of physics. Researchers are interested in determining as complete a picture as
possible regarding the initial and final states of the physical systems being studied. As one
example, polarized electron beams are used to study spin-dependent processes in electronatom scattering [5], [6], Electron exchange scattering can be distinguished from direct
scattering using polarized electrons in a collision and determining the polarization of the
scattered electrons. By polarizing the incident electron beam we have a means of "tagging"
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the otherwise indistinguishable particles.
3. Polarized Electron Beam Sources. Methods of producing polarized electron beams
are varied. The most successful have been GaAs sources, based on the photo-emission o f
electrons from negative-electron-affinity (NEA) GaAs crystals by circularly polarized light,
and the optically pumped helium afterglow sources, based on the extraction of electrons
resulting from the Penning ionization o f polarized helium metastable atoms in an helium
discharge afterglow. Both the GaAs source and helium afterglow source require special
vacuum systems that are typically large in size and expensive.
The GaAs sources must be operated at ultra high vacuum (UHV) (10'10Torr or better)
in order to maintain the surface integrity o f the crystal [7], [8], Even with a proper vacuum
the crystal surface degrades with time, and the UHV system is relatively expensive and
difficult to maintain. The helium afterglow source requires large roots blower vacuum pumps
to allow a sufficient density o f metastable helium atoms in the electron extraction region of
the afterglow (100-400 mTorr helium pressures with flow velocities o f 5 x 103 cm s'1) [9].
Again, such a system is extremely large and the vacuum systems are relatively expensive.
This w ork has been an attempt to produce a low cost, relatively small, and simple
polarized electron source based on the extraction o f electrons from the active region of an
optically pumped helium discharge.

B. HELIUM OPTICAL PUMPING.

1. Definition and History. Optical Pumping is a process whereby optical radiation
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properly polarized and oriented and with proper energy may be used to selectively manipulate
given quantum states of an atom or molecule. Often this technique is used to manipulate the
quantum states to produce an alignment or orientation o f the atom or molecule. The process
was first proposed by Alfred Kastler [10] in 1950 - for which he won the 1966 Nobel Prize and was first demonstrated in 1952 with the orientation of sodium atoms [11].
In 1960 Franken and Colgrove were successful in aligning the 23S l metastable state
o f He4 in a weak magnetic field using unpolarized pumping light [12]. In 1961, using
circularly polarized light, Schearer was able to orient the 2 ^ state o f helium [13]. In
Schearer's experiment, angular momentum is transferred from the polarized photon beam to
the metastable atoms by absorption. The energy is reradiated but since the emitted radiation
is isotropic, the effect is that the metastable atoms retain a net polarization o f the electron
spins.
2. Theory. The energy levels relevant to the optical pumping o f helium are shown
in Figure 1. The helium atoms are promoted to the 23Sj metastable state by electron impact
via a weak electrical discharge. Optical pumping radiation (resonance radiation) is then used
to "pump" the atom into the higher lying 23Pj manifold. The nomenclature for the transitions
between the 2 ^ and 23P; state is:
D0 = transition between the 23Sj state and the 23P0 state. This transition corresponds
to 1.34172 eV o f energy or a wavelength o f 1082.908 nm .
Dj = transition between the 23S, state and the 2 ^ state. This transition corresponds
to 1.34187 eV o f energy or a wavelength o f 1083.025 nm .
D2 = transition between the 23Sj state and the 23P2 state. This transition corresponds

4

Figure 1. The energy levels in helium relevant to optical pumping.
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to 1.34188 eV o f energy or a wavelength o f 1083.034 nm .
Once pumped into the 23P; manifold the atom will reradiate the absorbed energy and fall back
into the 23S! state. In the presence o f an externally applied weak magnetic field, the energy
levels are split into their corresponding Zeeman magnetic sublevels. By properly polarizing
the pumping radiation and directing the beam with respect to an applied external field
(defining the axis o f quantization) it is possible to pump out of specific sublevels and therefore
manipulate the relative populations o f the nij substates o f the 2 ^ metastable state, thus
polarizing the atom.
This process can be understood by looking at the relative electric dipole matrix
elements corresponding to transitions between the 2 ^ metastable state and the 23P; manifold.
We h a v e ,
| n, J, L, nij > - | n, J', L -l, n^ >
for n = 2, L = 1, and S = 1 where n, L, S, J, and m, have their usual meanings. With Clebsch
- Gordan algebra the matrix elements can be determined as shown in Table I. The general
rule is that there is emission of electric dipole radiation when there is a non-zero matrix
element between the atom's initial and final state. The polarization of this radiation is right
handed circularly polarized (a+ ), left handed circularly polarized (o-), or linearly polarized
( 7i) depending on whether the non-zero matrix element is o f the form Dx + iDy, Dx - iDy, or
D z respectively, where Dx, Dy, and Dz are components of the dipole operator D [14]. On
observation, the selection rules become apparent:

For o + radiation Anij = +1, for o-

radiation Anij = -1, and for n radiation Anij = 0. The relative transition probabilities can be
determined by taking the modulus of each element in Table I.

The relative emission
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probabilities are shown in Table II.
If we supply radiation o f the proper energy to helium prepared in its 23Sj state and
select the polarization o f the radiation according to the above selection rules, we are doing
helium optical pumping. As an illustration, consider a coherent source o f radiation, right
handed or o + polarized with an energy corresponding to a transition between the 23Sj and
23Pj states (the Dj transition) of helium.

If the radiation is directed along the axis o f

quantization (defined by a weak external magnetic field), the selection rule o f interest is Anij
= +1. The result o f the pumping is that helium atoms in the 23Sj (nij = -1) state are promoted
to the 23Pj (nij = 0) state from which it decays back down, with equal probability, to any one
o f the mj levels o f the 23S j state.

Similarly, helium atoms in the 2 ^ (mj = 0) state are

promoted to the 23Pj (nij = +1) state. As the pumping continues, there is a shift from the
equilibrium distribution of the spin states as shown in Figure 2. The mj = -1 and the mj - 0
levels are depleted while the nij = +1 is correspondingly filled. The result is that the 23Sj state
becomes spin polarized. Polarization is defined as P = (n+ - n_)/n where n+ is the population
density o f the nij = +1 sublevel,

is the population density o f the mj = 0 sublevel, n. is the

population density o f the nij = -1 sublevel, and n = n+ + n0 + n_.
The rate and amount o f polarization can be determined by a set o f rate equations.

In

addition to the absorption and emission probabilities, the rate and amount o f polarization is
determined by the intensity o f the pumping light, excited state relaxation due to collisions, and
metastable state spin relaxation. The rate equations have the form:

dn i
dt

— —E
% *

XP

t>
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Table I. Dipole transition elements relevant to helium optical pumping.
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Figure 2. An illustration o f the effect o f a coherent source o f radiation, right handed or o+
polarized tuned to the energy allowing transitions to occur betw een the 2 ^ and 23P j states
(o r the D t transition) o f helium. If the radiation is directed along the axis o f quantization
(defined by a w eak external m agnetic field), the selection rule o f interest is Anij = +1. The
result o f the pumping is that helium atoms in the 23S l (n^ = -1) state are prom oted to the 23P,
(m^ = 0) state from w hich it decays back down, w ith equal probability, to any one o f the mj
levels o f the 23S Xstate. Similarly, helium atoms in the 23S j (m^ = 0) state are prom oted to the
23P i (mj — +1) state. A s the pum ping continues, there is a shift from the equilibrium
distribution o f the spin states. The m, = -1 and the m^ = 0 levels are depleted while the n^ =
+1 is correspondingly filled. The result is that the 23S Y state becom es spin polarized.
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where:
= population density o f the ith metastable sublevel.
Bik = probability for absorption connecting the ith metastable state to the kth excited
state.
Aw= corresponding probability for spontaneous emission.
T p —pumping

rate

Tr = relaxation rate
n=

t

nt ■
>the total population density.

With the rate equations, we can relate experimental observables to the population densities
of the three magnetic sublevels o f the 23Sj state. The degree o f polarization possible depends
upon into which o f the J levels within the 23P j manifold one pumps. In the early days o f
helium optical pumping, experimenters used helium discharge lamps to provide the optical
pumping radiation. The discharge lamps have a broad spectrum and all o f the lines o f helium
involved in the optical pumping process are "pumped." These sources lead to a complicated
analysis o f the optical pumping process since the rate equations would require terms for
transitions to every 23P j manifold. This has been simplified with the advent o f laser sources
that can be tuned in energy to each o f the 2 ^ -*• 23Pj transitions. These laser sources will be
discussed in a later section. With these new lasers we can pump atoms from the 23S! state
into specific 23P j states. If the beam is properly polarized and oriented, then manipulation of
the sublevels o f the metastable state is possible leading to polarization.
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The choice o f pumping transition is important. The fluorescence scan curve, shown
in Figure 3, displays the D0, D t, and D2 emission lines. This fluorescence scan was obtained
using a diode pumped Nd:LMA laser tuned through the above transitions. The D2 line shows
that it has the strongest emission corresponding also to the strongest absorption of pump
light; although D2 is the least effective for optical pumping. The o light needed to polarize
the atom is absorbed by all o f the n^ levels of the 23SX metastable state as there are
corresponding levels in the 23P2 state that satisfy the selection rules for each o f the lower lying
levels. The result is that there are no unpumped levels. In fact, under certain conditions the
system becomes anti-polarized [15].
is the most efficient line for optical pumping, although there are some difficulties
with which one must deal. As pointed out in the illustration given earlier, the o+ (o-) light
will pump out of the nij = -1 (nij = +1) and the nij = 0 levels but will not pump the nij = +1 (nij
= -1) since there exist no higher lying level in the 23P 1 state that satisfies the selection rules.
The difficulty lies in the fact that Dj and D2 lie within 0.1

A (2.71

GHz) of each other which

is on the order of the Doppler broadening (1.7 GHz) of the two lines making it difficult to
resolve them. When pumping on the Dj line, careful attention must be paid not to excite the
D2 line which would tend to destroy the polarization. A very narrow line-width (~ 1 MHz)
laser might be tuned to the "blue" side of the Dl line, thus avoiding D2. At this time lasers
with sufficient power (~ 250 mW) and narrow line-width are not commercially available and
tend to be complicated and very expensive to construct. In addition, tuning off line center
greatly complicates laser stabilization.
D 0 is well isolated being approximately 1 A removed from both

and D2. While
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Figure 3. Fluorescence scan curve o f 4He.
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pumping with o+(-), the m, = -1(+1) is the only level that can make an allowed transition.
As this level is depleted, the other two levels are equally filled leading to a maximum possible
polarization o f 50% (n_(+) = 0, n0 = n/2, n+(.} = n/2). If a second pumping beam were
introduced into the system that would pump out the mj = 0 level o f the metastable atom
simultaneously as the m, = -1 level is being pumped, it is expected that the polarization limit
should increase to 100%.

3.

Cross Pumping Technique. In 1990, our lab developed a technique to enhance the

polarization o f helium metastable atoms pumped on D0 [2], The advantage of pumping on
D0 stems from the fact that it is well isolated from D } and D2 so that the laser line-width is not
an important issue, allowing for less complicated and less expensive laser systems.
The rate equations for o+ pumping on D0 are:

dn

n_

n

( n

\ \

v

7

--------+ ------ + — - n
dt
t
3t
l 3
It
p

p

r

and

dn o
dt

where Tp is the characteristic pumping time and 1/ tp is proportional to the intensity o f the
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pumping beam. For this case, n+ = n0. The steady state solution leads to an expression for
the polarization:

n -n

a

n

2a + 3

P=

where a = Tr/ Tp. This equation shows the theoretical limit o f pumping D0 with o+ ( a » l )
is 50%.
In order to increase polarizations above 50% using D0, a method of pumping both
with circularly polarized or o light and linearly polarized or n light was devised. o+ (o-)
light promotes transitions out of the mj = -1 (m^ = +1) sublevel while the n light promotes
transitions out of the mj = 0 sublevel. The remaining level nij = +1 (mj = -1) is left unpumped
or dark. If the pumping light has sufficient intensity, the two pumped sublevels will become
depleted while the un-pumped sublevel will become correspondingly filled leading to 100%
polarization o f the metastable state. The rate equations become:

dn
dt

— ~n
\ 3
'J

2

and

n
dt

\

- n.

J.
T
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with the steady-state solution

P=

where

Tp is

a ( a * + 1)

n

(a* + l)(a + 2) + (a + 1)

again the characteristic pumping time o f the o+ pumping light, with a =

Tr / t p,

and Tp* is the characteristic pumping time o f the 7T pumping light, with a* = Tr / Tp*. The
theoretical limit ( a » l , a* » 1 ) is thus improved to 100%. Theoretical results for pumping
with o + alone and for pumping with both o+ and n are shown in Figure 4. A possible
experimental configuration using a single laser to provide both pumping beams is shown in
Figure 5. The o light is directed along the quantization axis defined by an external magnetic
field. The n light is directed so that the beam axis is perpendicular to and the polarization
axis is parallel to the quantization axis. With this pumping scheme, we have demonstrated
nearly 100% polarization o f the helium 23Sj metastable state.
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Figure 4. Theoretical results for pumping with o+ alone (dashed line) and for pumping
with both o+ and n (solid line).
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Figure 5. Possible experimental configuration for cross pumping using a single laser to
provide both a and n pumping beams.
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II. LASERS USED IN HELIUM OPTICAL PUMPING

In the earlier experiments in the optical pumping of helium, high pressure helium
discharge lamps were used to produce the pumping radiation. These sources were extremely
broadband and it was therefore impossible to isolate one pumping transition. This problem
was overcome with the development of new laser materials capable of being tuned to the
helium resonance lines. In 1990, our lab developed the Neodymium doped Lanthanum
Magnesium Hexaluminate (Nd:LMA) laser for the optical pumping of helium [ 1]. It has since
become the standard for experimenters who work in the field.

A. ARC LAMP PUMPED Nd LMA LASER

Optical pumping is accomplished with an arc lamp pumped Nd:LMA laser capable of
producing up to three watts of power at the helium resonant lines important to optical
pumping. The laser is a modification of the Laser Application Inc. model 9550 Krypton arc
lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser system. The Nd:YAG crystal rod that comes standard with the
9550 is replaced with a Nd:LMA crystal rod.

The Nd:LMA crystal has a broader

fluorescence profile that encompasses the helium absorption lines that are to be pumped.
With the addition of tuning elements in the laser cavity the laser can be easily tuned to the
helium absorption lines. The Nd:LMA rod used in these experiments was grown and cut
along the "a" crystal axis. The crystal has a 4 mm diameter and 80 mm length, and has 15%
at. wt. of Neodymium. A schematic o f the laser cavity is given in Figure 6. We used an
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100% reflective plane mirror as the end mirror of the laser cavity. The output coupler had
a reflectivity o f 98% at 1083 nm.
Free running (without any tuning elements in the cavity) the laser oscillates near 1083
nm, but with most of the intensity wasted among cavity modes that fall outside the band
needed for optical pumping. Figure 7 shows the free-running spectrum. To correct this
problem, two solid etalons of different thicknesses (1 mm and 0.25 mm) were used. The free
spectral range of each etalon differed so that overlap could occur corresponding to a single
cavity mode. Figure 8 shows the spectrum of the laser with only the 1mm etalon. Figure 9
shows the spectrum with both etalons.
The line-width of the laser is approximately 3 GHz. This is on the same order as the
helium Doppler width. This relatively broad laser line-width is desirable for pumping on the
D0 helium line since it allows pumping over all velocity groups within the Doppler profile.

B. SHORT CAVITY DIODE PUMPED Nd LMA LASER

In order to monitor the optical pumping process, a single mode, single frequency
diode pumped Nd:LMA laser was constructed. The design o f the laser cavity is shown in
Figure 10. An 800 nm diode laser (SDL Model 2432) is used to pump the fluorescence band
of Neodymium, the diode laser beam profile is corrected with an anamorphic prism pair and
focused onto the Nd:LMA crystal. The pump end of the crystal is polished and coated so that
it is highly transmitting at 800 nm and highly reflective at 1083 nm. It serves as the end
mirror of the laser cavity. A concave mirror (center of curvature = 10 cm) with a reflectivity
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o f 98% at 1083 nm is used as the output coupler. A Lyot filter is placed in the cavity to
facilitate coarse tuning and a solid etalon is used for fine tuning of the laser oscillation.
In order to increase modal stability, the cavity of the laser was made as short as
possible, 7.6 cm, which has the effect of increasing the free spectral range o f the cavity modes
o f the laser so that only one cavity mode falls under the envelope o f the etalon mode. This
greatly inhibits the possibility o f mode hopping and therefore increases the laser's stability.
The output o f the laser is single mode, single frequency with a line width less than 2 MHz (the
resolution o f our spectrum analyzer).
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Figure 6. A schematic o f the Arc Lamp Pum ped Nd:LM A laser cavity.
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Figure 7. Free running spectrum o f the Arc Lamp Pum ped Nd:LM A laser.
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Figure 8. O utput spectrum o f the Arc Lamp Pum ped Nd:LM A laser with a 1mm solid
etalon in the laser cavity.
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Figure 9. O utput spectrum o f the Arc Lamp Pumped N d:LM A laser with both a 1mm
and 0.25mm solid etalon in the laser cavity.
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Figure 10. Schematic o f the short cavity diode pumped N d.LM A laser.
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III. MEASUREMENT OF HELIUM METASTABLE POLARIZATION

In the course of this experiment it was necessary to monitor and/or measure the 4He
metastable polarization. In order to facilitate these measurements we have developed a simple
technique using our low-power, single-mode, single frequency Nd:LMA laser. The laser
beam can be aligned, tuned and polarized so that we may interrogate any o f the Zeeman levels
in question and determine the relative densities of the magnetic sublevels.
The general experimental set up is shown in Figure 11. Our high power arc lamp
pump Nd:LMA laser is used in the cross pumping scheme to optically pump the D0 transition
of helium. The single mode, single frequency Nd.LMA laser produces a second relatively
weak laser beam that is used to probe the helium metastable polarization. The beam from this
laser emerges from the cavity linearly polarized. The beam can then be passed through a
quarter waveplate in order to produce circularly polarized light. The beam is directed through
the helium discharge cell, reflected from a mirror to pass a second time through the cell, and
then onto a photodetector where the intensity of the transmitted beam is measured.
By making use of the conditions imposed by the selection rules governing the possible
transitions between states, we align and polarize a probe laser beam tuned to a particular
absorption level. It is possible to interrogate specific Zeeman substates of the 23S j level of
helium and the polarization can be absolutely determined by monitoring the intensity of the
transmitted probe laser.
The variables n , no, and n+ are defined as the population densities of the 23St state
corresponding to the m, = -1, n^ = 0, and m, = +1 magnetic substates respectively. The
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F igure 11. E xperim ental setup for polarization m easurem ents o f m etastable helium
atom s.
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relative densities are defined as: a = n./n, b = n^n, and c = n+/n such that a + b + c = 1 and
the polarization can be written as P = c - a.
For this discussion we will consider the case where the pump laser, in the cross
pumping scheme, is polarized to pump o+ and n transitions.
A. D. PROBE
With the probe laser tuned to the D0 transition, it is possible to directly measure the
relative population densities, a, b and c, separately. In order to determine the polarization,
it is necessary to measure only two since the remaining value can then be determined. With
the probe laser directed along the externally applied magnetic field and right handed circularly
polarized ( o+), it is possible to measure a, the relative density of the 23S! m p -1 state. The
amount of laser radiation absorbed depends upon the number of atoms in the 23SXm p -1
state. The transmitted light intensity is written as:

t o+ = t,e~*>a
0

The incident light intensity, t0,

and the absorption coefficient, £, are determined

experimentally. The parameter t0 is measured by turning off the discharge, and therefore all
absorption channels, and measuring the intensity of the probe laser. \ can be determined by
measuring the transmitted light intensity while the polarization is zero. The polarization of
the helium can be made to be zero by simply setting the applied magnetic field to zero. To
insure that this is a good zero, we checked against an alternative method. We can force
magnetic dipole transitions between the nij levels of 23S j by driving the cell with a radio
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frequency oscillator at the Larmor frequency (2.8 MHz/gauss). We then know we have equal
level densities on average [16]. Both schemes give the same answer although the former is
much simpler.

With P = 0, the substates become equally populated so that a = b = c = 1/3.

The transmitted intensity of the probe laser becomes

The general expression for the transmitted light intensity can now be written as

3 ln(—\«

e

t 0+

and the relative density of the 23S j mj= -1 state, a, can be written in terms o f measured
quantities:

a

1
3

In

t o+

l

L V

o)1

l oj .

With the probe beam directed perpendicular to the applied magnetic field and linearly
polarized parallel to the applied magnetic field, absorption o f the beam can only take place
to promote a helium atom from the 2 ^ mj= 0 state to the 23P0 mj= 0 state (Anij= 0). The
intensity of the transmitted beam can be written as:
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tn

e

~lb

where t0 and 5 have the same meaning as before and b is the relative density of the 23Sj m-=
0 state. As in the case previously described, the relative density, b, can be written in terms
of measurable quantities:
(

^ /

b

\n
J1

( ^
B
t
\ o)

The relative density of the 23SXm= +1 state, c, can be determined if both a and b are known:

c= 1 - ( a + b)

The polarization is now determined by the equation P = c - a.
A data set demonstrating the measuring of the relative densities is shown in Figure 12.
The resulting polarization is shown in Figure 13. The arc-lamp pumped Nd:LMA "pump"
laser was varied in intensity from zero to approximately 350 mW by using a series of known
neutral density filters. The effect o f pumping laser power vs. helium polarization was thus
determined.

B. D x PROBE
Consider that the pumping beam is set up to cross pump the D0 transition in helium
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Figure 12. Data showing measured values o f the relative populations o f each of the three
nij levels o f the 23Sj state o f helium.
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Figure 13. D ata show ing polarization o f 23Sj state o f helium versus pum ping laser
power.
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and polarized to promote transitions corresponding to o+ and n polarizations. If the probe
laser is tuned to Dj with the beam polarized to o+, then the measured intensity of the
transmitted light is given by
2

1(1-P)

- tQe
+ „

-IP

3 e
„ 3

We make the assumption that the pumping rate of the o and n channels are equal so that the
relative densities o f the sublevels being pumped, n^ = -1, and mj = 0 are the same, or a = b.
With equal pumping laser intensity on each absorption channel, this assumption is reasonable
since the pumping rates and relaxation rates of the two transitions are equal. A general
expression for the polarization, written as P = 1 - 3 a o r a = (l - P)/3, is used. The incident
light intensity, t0,

and the absorption coefficient, £, are determined experimentally as

discussed in the section concerning a D0 probe.

If the substates become equally populated,

P = 0, so that a = b = c = 1/3. The transmitted intensity of the probe laser becomes:

giving.
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The general expression for the transmitted light intensity can now be written as

leading to an expression for the polarization o f the helium metastables:
t

/ toB
This gives an absolute measure o f the helium metastable polarization that is in terms of
measured quantities.

C. D ! PROBE WITH ROTATING jL/4 WAVEPLATE.

By passing through a rotating XI4 waveplate, the linearly polarized light which
emerges from the probe laser cavity alternately changes polarization from right handed, or
o+, polarization to left handed, or o-, polarization. The effect is that the probe laser, when
tuned to

will alternately be absorbed by the mj = -1 and 0 sublevels and the

= +1 and

0 sublevels corresponding to the change of beam polarization from o+ to a-.
transmission of the probe beam while o+ polarized can be written as:

The
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and transmission o f the probe beam while a- polarized can be written as:

t o - = toe

~Ub+c)_t

£<T

~W ~a)= t

Using the assumption that a = b giving c = 1 - 2a and P = 1-3a or a = 1/3(1 - P).
Imposing zero polarization on the system giving a = b = c = 1/3 we have

and

0
2

The general expressions for t0+ and t D_are

and

\*j
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The transmitted intensity signal, S, can be read by a lock-in amplifier giving

S = t o+

The polarization can be determined given the lock-in signal and measured values of B and £.
Since an analytic solution for the polarization, P, is not possible, an iterative program was
used to determine the root of the above equation. Experimentally it is also necessary to take
into account the multiplicative root mean square factors associated with using the lock-in
amplifier. This issue is resolved if the lock-in amplifier is also used to measure the values of
t0 and B. The probe laser transmitted intensity signal as seen by a silicon photodetector is
shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 14 corresponds to only pumping with o+ radiation giving
46% polarization of the metastable atoms. Figure 15 corresponds to cross pumping with both
o+ and 7i radiation showing 92% polarization. The probe laser is modulated between o+ and
o- polarizations using the voltage variable retarder. The asymmetry in the peaks and valleys
of the trace is due to an unequal response time of the voltage variable retarder as it goes from
low to high or high to low voltage. The top trace shows the maximum transmitted intensity
of the probe laser, t0, and the lower trace shows zero.
Although tuning the probe laser to D, makes it possible to measure the
metastable polarization with a single beam, the matter is complicated by the presence of the
D2 line that lies within the doppler width o f Dj. The probe laser must be tuned slightly to the
"blue" side of Dj in order not to pump any o f the D2 transitions. Any drift o f the laser line
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becomes detrimental to accurate polarization measurements. By tuning to D0 this problem
is eliminated since this line is well removed. The trade off is that two measurements are
required to determine the metastable polarization.
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Figure 14. Exam ple o f oscilloscope traces while monitoring helium m etastable
polarization. The pum ping laser is tuned to D 0 w ith only o pumping on. The probe laser
is tuned to D x and is alternately polarized from o+ to o - using a variable retarder. The
top trace is the taken w ith discharge o ff corresponding to maximum transm ission o f the
probe laser. The bottom trace is zero laser intensity. The helium m etastable polarization
is measured to be 46%
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Figure 15. Example o f oscilloscope traces while monitoring helium m etastable
polarization. The pumping laser is tuned to D 0 with both o and 71 pumping schemes on.
The probe laser is tuned to D 2 and is alternately polarized from o + to o - using a variable
retarder. The top trace is the taken with discharge off corresponding to maximum
transmission o f the probe laser. The bottom trace is zero laser intensity. The helium
metastable polarization is m easured to be 92%.
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IV. POLARIZED ELECTRON SOURCE

In 1972, McCusker et al. [17] reported that they were able to extract a 5 gA current
o f electrons with nearly a 10% polarization directly from an optically pumped helium
discharge. The Rice group used high pressure helium discharge lamps to produce the optical
pumping radiation. The pumping efficiency was relatively low because D0, D }, and D2 all
participate in the pumping process due to the broad spectrum o f the pumping lamp. A rate
equation analysis of the pumping process in helium using a discharge lamp as the pump source
is given by Schearer [13]. The Rice group was not able to measure directly the polarization
of the 23S j helium atoms in the discharge.
With the advent of tunable lasers able to excite a single transition for optical pumping,
the newly developed cross pumping technique which can produce metastable polarizations
approaching 100%, and the ability to directly measure the metastable polarization, we thought
it worthwhile to repeat the experiments o f McCusker et al. [17].

A. PRODUCTION OF POLARIZED ELECTRONS WITHIN A HELIUM DISCHARGE

The polarized electron source is based upon the production o f polarized free electrons
within a helium discharge containing polarized helium metastable atoms. There are several
reactions involving the polarized metastable helium atom that will give rise to a polarized free
electron. One possibility is the direct ionization o f a polarized helium triplet metastable atom
by electron impact
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H e ( 2 * S x \ \ ) + e - ^ H e +( 1 ) + e ( 1 ) + e

.

The electron production rate from this reaction is given by
dn e
^

~ ° V n eCE>4.7eV)^23S1 ’

where o is the cross section, which has been measured to be 6.5 x 10'16 cm2 for electron
energies above threshold [18], v is the relative velocity, ne(E>47eV) is the density of electrons
with sufficient energy to ionize the triplet metastable atoms, and

n #s

is the density o f

triplet metastables present in the discharge. For a discharge similar to ours and with a
pressure o f -1 Torr, the triplet metastable densities were measured to be approximately 7 x
1011 cm-3 by Ichikawa and Teii [19]. The electron production rate is then 1.5 x 104 ne(E>47eV)
/sec. Heylen and Lewis [20] have calculated the electron distribution functions for conditions
similar to this experiment (E/p - 40 V/cmrTorr). The fraction o f electrons with energies
greater than 4.7eV is approximately 0.7 ln e, where ne is the total density o f free electrons
present in the discharge. The production rate is then estimated to be 1.1 x 104 ne/sec.
Spin exchange involving the 23Sj state also contributes to the production of polarized
electrons in the discharge. The reaction

H e ( 2 3S ,1 1) + e ( l ) ^ H e ( 2 3S i ) 0 + « 0 )
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was studied by Schearer [21] who measusred the cross section to be 1.6 x 10"14 cm2. Using
the free electron mean energy for a DC discharge with E/p » 40 V/cm-Torr to be 12eV [20],
an electron production rate of 5.4 x 103 ne/sec is determined.
Collisions between 23S j metastable atoms produce another important channel for the
production of polarized free electrons in an optically pumped helium discharge. The reaction

H e ( 2 * S Y\ 1) + H e ( 2 3S l 1 1) - H e ( \ lS 0 1 l ) + H e + + e ( 1 )

has a value o f 1 x 10'14 cm2 for the cross section [22]. With the experimental discharge
param eters discussed above, the relative velocity is 1 x 105 cm/sec and the density of 23Sj
metastable atoms is 7 x 1011 cm'3. The electron production rate is

dn e
O V N 2%(U)N 23S,(U) •

dt

Note that this reaction cannot take place if the 23S, metastable atoms are 100% polarized as
it will violate spin conservation. At low polarizations o f the 23S! metastable atoms this is a
dominant reaction. It has the effect of cleansing the discharge of unpolarized 2 ^
atoms.
Polarized free electrons can also be produced by Penning ionization

He(2*Sl 1 1 W

O

i W e O ’- V

W

O

,

metastable
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where A* is any atomic or molecular system having an ionization threshold below 19.8 eV the energy o f the 23S! metastable atom.
Reactions that produce unpolarized free electrons also are important in the helium
discharge. Consider the direct ionization o f the helium ground state by electron impact
H e { \ lS B) + e-<He * + 2e .

The electron production rate is
dn
— - = 0 v n e(E>24.6eV)-^l1S0 ■

The cross section for this reaction is about as 3 x 10'18 cm2 as measured by Rapp and
Englander-Goulden [23], The ground state density for the pressure and discharge level used
in the experiment is approximately 1 x 1016 cm'3. The electron production rate is then
approximated as 1.4 x 105 ne(E>246eV) sec'1. The fraction o f electrons with energies greater than
24.6eV is about 0.08ne [20], where ne is the total free electron density in the discharge. This
gives a production rate o f 1.1 x 104 ne sec'1.
Electron impact ionization with singlet metastable atoms also leads to the production
o f unpolarized electrons within the discharge. The reaction is as follows:
H e ( 2 lS^) + e ^ H e ++ 2e .
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The electron production rate from this reaction is given by
dn

e

dt

o vn

N i

e (£ > 3 .8 e p y v 2 S,

where o - 6.5 x 10'16 cm2 is the cross section [18], N 2\s = 1 x 1011 cm'3 is the density o f
singlet metastable atoms [19], and the fraction o f free electrons with energy greater than 3.8
eV, ne(E>3 8eV), is about 0.75 ne [20], The production rate from this reaction is then on the
order o f 10ne electrons/sec.
Assuming that these are the dominant reactions that take place in the discharge, the
upper limit o f the expected average free electron polarization could be estimated by the above
production rates.

The average free electron polarization is taken to be the number o f

polarized electrons produced in the discharge divided by the total number of electrons
produced in the discharge:
>
AVG

Num ber o f P olarized Electrons cm
Total Num ber o f Electrons cm

-3 „ -1

s

_i _i

-

60%

s

B. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

M cCusker et al. [17] extracted electrons from a weak radio frequency (50MHz)
helium discharge.

In our attempt to reproduce the work o f McCusker et al. we were unable

to measure any net polarization of free electrons extracted from an RF discharge. We were,
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however, able to extract polarized electrons from a DC helium discharge. The same discharge
cell was used for both discharge types.

We believe this is the first report o f extracting

polarized electrons directly from an optically pumping helium DC discharge.
The discharge cell is constructed from a 5 cm (inside diameter) Pyrex tube 13 cm in
length. The tube is attached on one end with an o-ring seal to a plexiglass flange; a 5 cm
Pyrex window is attached to the other end. Two copper bands are wrapped around the
outside of both ends o f the cell in order to capacitively couple a radio frequency oscillator.
A hollow cathode of the type used in neon signs is attached above the Pyrex window. The
anode is cone shaped and fitted to the plexiglass with a 2 mm hole drilled through. The face
o f the anode is coated with alumina so that the inside surface of the 2 mm hole acts as an
effective anode; this "hollow anode" has the effect of directing more of the discharge current
through the anode hole. We extract an order of magnitude more current with the "hollow
anode" compared with using similar anodes with no alumina coatings with no decrease in
extracted electron polarization. A 4 cm diameter mirror with a 1 cm diameter hole cut
through the center is placed in the discharge tube nearest the anode. This mirror is needed
to return the probe laser for detection in order to monitor the metastable polarization.
Helium gas flows into the cell through a 12 mm Pyrex tube attached to the underside
o f the source cell. The helium pressure is monitored using a Granville Phillips Convectron
gauge tube which is connected to the helium cell by a static flow 12 mm Pyrex tube. The
flow o f helium is controlled with a metering valve. A schematic of the discharge cell is given
in Figure 16.
The discharge field is supplied by a 2000 V/10 mA Power Designs Inc. model 1544
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Figure 16. Schem atic o f optical pum ping cell designed for polarized electron source.
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regulated DC power supply in series with a 200 ohm ballast resistance. The bulk of the data
was taken with 297 volts across the anode and cathode with 7 mA of discharge current.
The source is placed within 56 cm diameter Helmholtz coils which are operated at
1.85 gauss (0.25 Amps). The entire system is placed within a large pair o f rectangular coils
used to negate the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field. The source axis is made
to correspond to the horizontal axis of the earth's field. This axis also corresponds to the
quantization axis in the optical pumping process.
The optical pumping of the helium discharge is accomplished by a Laser Applications
Inc. 9550 arc lamp pumped laser system equipped with a Nd:LMA laser crystal which
provides up to 3 watts of power corresponding to the D0 helium resonance line. The
Nd:LMA crystal was grown along its a-axis resulting in the emitted laser radiation from the
crystal being linearly polarized. The crystal is rotated so that the light is polarized 45° to the
plane of incidence. The beam is passed through a polarizing cube beam spitter separating the
beam into its s- and p- polarization components.
approximately the same intensity.

Both polarization components have

The p- polarized light is directed through the cell

perpendicular to the applied magnetic field promoting Anij = 0 transitions and the s- polarized
light is passed through a quarter wave plate to produce circularly polarized light directed
through the cell parallel to the applied field to promote Anij = ± 1 transitions in the cross
pumping scheme. The single mode, single frequency Nd:LMA probe laser is used to
monitor the helium metastable polarization as discussed in section III. Figure 17 shows
the schematic of the optical pumping setup.
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Figure 17. Schematic show ing the setup used for the optical pumping o f the helium
m etastables in the polarized electron source.
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The plexiglass flange is attached to a four inch Pyrex cross which contains focusing
and collimating electron optics and electrostatic deflectors for controlling the electron
beam. The optics consist of two sets of five element cylindrical lens systems with two
sets o f quad deflectors incorporated into two of the lens elements. The optics system is
made of aluminum that has been coated with graphite. The Pyrex cross is evacuated by
a 760 l/'s diffusion pump that is equipped with a gate valve and cold trap. The cross end
opposite that of the source cell is then attached to an in-line neon polarimeter. The neon
polarimeter is discussed in section V.
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V. IN-LINE NEON POLARIMETER

A novel in-line neon polarimeter was constructed for optical determination of the
polarization of the electron beam. The polarimeter constructed for this experiment was an
adaptation o f the work of Furst et al. [24], The optical polarization of the fluorescence from
a neon atom excited by an electron beam can be used to measure the polarization of the
electron beam due to a transfer o f spin angular momentum to atomic orientation by an
exchange collision. The polarization o f the emitted radiation depends on the orientation of
the atom which in turn can be related to the polarization o f the impact electron.

A. HISTORY

The method of determining electron polarization by the excitation of an atomic target
and measuring the optical polarization o f the resulting fluorescence was first suggested in
1969 by Farago and Wykes [25], Their work centered on an exchange excitation o f Hg to
the 63P j state by polarized electron impact. The circular polarization component of the
resulting fluorescence (relative Stokes parameter S/I) can be related to the incident electron
polarization. In 1971, Wykes [26] proposed an alternate method. Wykes considered the
exchange excitation of the ground state o f Hg, Cd, or Zn ( ns2 lS0 ) to the ns(n+l)s 3Sj state.
The fluorescence radiation from the subsequent decay to the nsnp 3P0 state was studied and
a relatively simple relationship between S/I and the electron polarization P was developed.
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This method greatly reduces the possibility of radiation trapping. In 1980, Eminyan and
Lampel [27] developed an electron polarimeter making use o f this method using a Zn-vapor
target. The disadvantages o f the above optical methods o f electron polarimetry stem from
the need to use heavy metal vapor targets. The use of heavy metal vapor targets is also
complicated by the presence o f negative ion resonances near threshold [28],
In 1983, T. J. Gay [29], proposed that helium gas be used in place of Zn, Cd, or Hg
vapors as possible targets in optical electron polarimeters. Gay considered the exchange
excitation o f the 33Pj manifold in helium, and measurement o f the circular polarization (S/I)
of the resulting fluorescence from the 33Pj to 23St transition. The advantages o f using helium
over Zn, Cd, and Hg is that in helium, LS-coupling holds to a very good approximation and
there is no hyperfme depolarization of the excited state. These facts lead to a particularly
simple relationship between the electron polarization, P, and the circular polarization fraction,
S/I, o f the emitted fluorescence. Helium is also easier and safer to work with experimentally.
In 1989, a helium polarimeter was used by Uhrig et al. [30] to calibrate a M ott polarimeter.
The work by Gay was extended to include the other noble gases in 1993 by Furst et
al. [24], They examined exchange excitations to the np5(n+l)p [5/2]3 state in the heavy noble
gases and the subsequent decay to the np5(n+l)p [3/2]2. An expression for the impact
electron polarization was derived with respect to the optical polarization of emitted
fluorescence. The polarimeter used in this work is a practical adaptation o f the work o f Furst
et al.
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B. THEORY

Neon was chosen as the target gas to be used in the optical polarimeter due to the fact
that neon has the highest analyzing power and the greatest difference between the excitation
threshold to be considered and the first cascade level than any o f the other noble gases [31].
In this experiment helium was thought to be a poor choice since the polarimeter would be
used in close proximity to a helium discharge where stray radiation could cause severe
background.
The process to be studied is the exchange collision o f ground state neon (2p6 OSq))
by a polarized electron beam giving rise to the excited 2p53p [5/2]3 3D3 state in neon. The
atom decays to the 2p53s [3/2]3 (3P2) state at a wavelength o f 640.2 nm. The impact electron
must be o f sufficient energy to excite the 2p53p (3D3) state (18.5 eV), but must remain below
the excitation threshold of the ground state to the 2p54s transition which occurs at 19.6 eV.
N eon atoms in the 2p54s state can cascade into the 2p53p (3D3) state and cause significant
deviation from the expected values of S/I.
The geometry o f the experiment is shown in Figure 18. The electron beam direction
is taken to be along the z axis. This defines the axis o f quantization. We will consider only
longitudinally polarized electrons - the electron polarization is also along the z-axis. A jet of
ground state neon is directed along the negative x direction.

The neon fluorescence is

observed along an axis, z', defined by <j>—tt/2 and 0 = 7t/4, where <j>and 0 have their usual
meanings with respect to a spherical coordinate system. Consider a second Cartesian system,
( x', y', z'), where x' and y' are perpendicular to the direction o f light propagation, z'. These

axes are used to define the relative Stokes parameters:
M

/ ( 0 ) - / ( te/2)

/

/ ( 0 ) + / ( tt:/2 )

C _ / ( tt/ 4 ) - 7 ( 3 ti/4)
/

/(7 t/ 4 ) + / ( 3 7c/4)

S _ / ( o +) —/ ( o —)
/

/(o+)+/(o-)

where 1(6) is the intensity of light polarized in the direction 6 to the x' axis, and I(o+) and
I(o-) are the intensities of right- and left-handed polarized light, respectively.
In order to determine a set of expressions that relate the electron polarization to the
measured Stokes parameters, the excited state must be described in terms o f the impact
electron polarization. This can be done by parameterizing the spin angular momentum density
matrix, ps, in terms of the impact electron polarization. In the collision considered here the
neon atom goes from a singlet to a triplet state which requires a spin exchange. The triplet
state of neon can generally have values of m. = ±1 or 0. If the impact electron has ms = +1/2,
conservation of angular momentum constrains the atom to values o f ms = +1 or 0. similarly,
if the impact electron has n \ = -1/2 , the atom may only exist in the ms = -1 or 0 in the excited

Figure 18. Collision geom etry o f the experiment.
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state. Notice that the excited atom can have ms = 0 for either polarization o f the electron.
Since it is expected that the probability o f finding the system in any of the three possible ms
states will be equal in the case of an unpolarized electron beam, the statistical weight of the
ms = ±1 states must be double that of the ms = 0 state [32], The spin angular momentum
density matrix in the { |S=1, ms) } z-axis representation is written as

1+P £ 0

0

0

1

0

,

0

0 1-P e

where Pe is the electron polarization along the z-axis.
The orbital angular momentum density matrix, pb can be written down in a general
form in terms o f the individual n^ cross sections,

In this case, the atom goes from L

= 0 to L = 2 giving possible values of mt o f ±2, ±1, or 0. The orbital angular momentum
density matrix, pb in the { |L=2, m^ } basis is
o ( m = +2)

0

0

0

0

0

o ( » r + i)

0

0

0

0

0

o ( m = 0)

0

0

0

0

0

o(m=-\)

0

0

0

0

0

o ( m = - 2)

At the threshold energy of the transition, m, must be zero or equivalently the normalized cross
section, □(mpO), equals one [33], This is due to the fact that at threshold the impact electron
can impart an impulse only in the ±z direction constraining the excited electron to "orbit" in
a plane containing the z axis.
The description o f the excited state neon atom can be transformed from the
description in terms o f the density matrix elements to an equivalent description using state
multipoles [34], The state multipoles or statistical tensors are defined as
,

J'
KQ>= £

( -l/'-" 7 (2 A > l)

m 'm

J

M ' -M

K

\

(j 'm 1 | p

|j m

)

- Q,

where J' and J are the angular momenta with the total angular momentum and its z component
denoted by K and Q respectively. (Note that the state multipoles transform as irreducible
tensors o f rank K and component Q [34]). The coefficient (...) is a 3j symbol. The usual

angular momentum coupling rules are satisfied:

* KzJ'+J,

~K <. Q <. K .

The "uncoupled" state multipoles ( T(L=2) tkq >and ( T (S = l)tKQ ) can be determined by the
above general definition of the state multipole using the appropriate density matrices and later
be transformed to the "coupled" ( T(J=3) tkq ) [34], In this system, the excitation process is
axially symmetric around the incoming electron beam direction (z axis). It follows that all the
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multipoles with Q * 0 vanish [35], It should also be noted that in observing dipole radiation,
no information on the higher tensors with rank K > 2 can be obtained [35]. The remaining
"uncoupled" state multipoles are calculated. At the excitation energy threshold the following
is calculated:

( J ( i = 2 ) V = 2 _ ; < r ( Z - 2 ) V =0 ,

(T(L = 2 )^20>= -

y?

,
\/i

and

(7’( ^ = l ) too>= ^

> ( T ( S = l ) \ 0) = ^ P e ,

( T( S= 1 ) V = 0 .

3

The "coupled" ( T(J=3)tKQ ) multipole can now be determined by the relation

( T(J

' J ) \ , Q,)= £

\j{2K +\ ) { 2 k + \ ) ( 2 J ' + \ ) { 2 J + 1 )( K Q ,k q ')

KQkq

K

k K'

\)
L S J ' ■( T( L) \ q ) ( T ( S )kq
L S

J

where the coefficient { . . . } is a 9j symbol and the symbol
coefficient [34]. The values for ( T(J=3)tKQ ) are now calculated:

I. . ) is a Clebsch-Gordan
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(7’( J = 3 )t00) = 0.176383 ,
( r ( y = 3 ) T10>= 0.117577

+ 0.12527 P e( r ( i = 2 )T20> ,

( r ( 7 = 3 ) T20>= 0.3266 ( T ( L = 2 ) ^

.

An explicit expression can now be obtained relating the impact electron polarization with the
optical polarization o f the emitted fluorescence. Bartschat et al. [35] have developed a set
of equations which directly relate the state multipoles, which contain information on the
excited atoms, to the angular distribution and polarization of the emitted light:

1 1 2
J

M
I

J

J

ty572 (7 X 7 )0 sin 2e
/

J+J,
1 1 2
2 ( ~ 1}
(T (J)'J-<
VT76<tW 20>(3 COS 20 - 1)
J
J
J
3 s/2 J + 1
f

fl

1 1 ^
>v/2(7'(7)t1o) cos0

s_
I

J+Js
2(-1)

3 \J lJ + \

1

1 2

J

J

J

V T 7 6 < 7 y )y (3 cos 20 -1 )
f
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The coefficient { . . . } is a 6j symbol. Using 0 = 7r/4 and inserting the values for ( T(J=3)tK0)
the electron polarization, Pe, can be written in terms o f the relative Stokes parameters S/I and
M/I.
__________ SJl__________
(0.4712 ) ( 1 - 1.8913 M / I )

Note that S/I depends on ( T(J)t10). The rank-one tensor is called the "orientation" vector.
If the orientation vector is non-zero, the ensemble is said to be oriented. S/I therefore is a
measure o f the orientation o f the induced state. The state multipole ( T(J)f20) is called the
alignment tensor and a system is said to be aligned if ( T ^ ) ^ } * 0. M /I is dependant upon
the alignment o f the system. ( T ^ )1^ ) is a normalization constant proportional to the overall
cross section [34],

C. EXPERIMENT AL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A schematic of the polarimeter is shown in Figure 19.

The main body of the

polarimeter is constructed o f a four inch by four inch glass Pyrex cross (Corning 72-0710).
This cross matches the cross used to house the extraction optics for the electron source. A
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three inch Pyrex window was added, extending from the center o f the cross at an angle o f 45°
relative to the electron beam path.

This window provides a means of viewing the

fluorescence from the reaction chamber where the electron - neon collisions take place.
Cylindrical electron transport optics were constructed to guide the electron beam into the
reaction chamber and/or into a retarding field energy analyzer. The transport optics were
made o f aluminum coated with a thin layer o f graphite (Aquadag®). The reaction chamber
was a one inch copper cylinder placed perpendicular to the beam axis with holes drilled along
the beam axis and, to view the fluorescence, at 45° relative to the beam axis. Neon gas is
brought into the reaction chamber through a brass nozzle. The neon flow is controlled with
a metering valve. The system is evacuated with a 760 1/s diffusion pump.
The entire apparatus is contained within a pair o f rectangular "Helmholtz" coils in
order to cancel the vertical component o f the earth's magnetic field. The coils are four feet
by ten feet in dimension and are separated by four feet centered on the beam line. The beam
line is aligned with the horizontal component o f the earth's field.
The polarization o f the neon fluorescence is measured using an optical polarimeter,
shown in Figure 20. The optical polarimeter consists, in order, o f a collimating lens, a quarter
wave plate (Meadowlark A25-2.0-640), a linear polarizer (Rolyn #65.5305), a 640 nm
interference filter (Andover Corp.), and a focusing lens.

The intensity of the 640 nm

fluorescence is then detected using a cooled photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R928). The
quarter waveplate is rotated so that its fast axis makes an angle P with respect to the
horizontal plane. The linear polarizer is set so that the transmission axis is parallel to the
horizontal plane (a = 0). The intensity o f the transmitted light can be related to the relative
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Stokes parameters by the following equation [36]

/ f(P) = Cj + C 2 sin(2 p) + C3cos(4P) + C4sin(4P) ,

where

V

2 + — ) , C2= - {
I)
2
2 , 1,

c

1' c N
'M '
=—
, c = 3 4, I ,
4 4 l,
V

Data acquisition is done by computer. The computer controls a stepper motor that
increments the angle,

p, of the quarter waveplate.

The transmitted intensity is detected as

counts by the photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier counts are recorded by the computer
for every increment of p. The resulting data curve is fit against the above equation, using a
computer regression analysis, and the coefficients, or the relative Stokes parameters, are
determined along with an error estimate attributing the observed values' deviation from the
model to a Gaussian distribution o f errors. The electron polarization is then calculated.
Figure 21 and Figure 22 are sample data sets. The data shown in Figure 21 was taken with
the optical pumping laser off, hence the electron polarization is zero. The measured value for
S/I is 0.005 ± .001 and M/I = 0.09 ± .001. The data shown in Figure 22 is taken with the
laser on and gives S/I —.02 ± .001 and M/I = .07 ± .001 resulting in a measured electron
polarization of 0.048 or nearly 5%.
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F igure 19. Schem atic diagram o f the in-line neon polarim eter.
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Figure 20. Schem atic diagram o f the optical polarim eter.
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Figure 21. Sam ple data set taken w ith optical polarim eter fo r an unpolarized electron
beam. The solid line represents a regression fit to the data.
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Sam ple data set taken w ith optical polarim eter for an electron beam w ith
measured polarization o f 5%. The solid line represents a regression fit to the data.
F ig u r e 22.
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VI. RESULTS

The helium metastable polarization in the DC discharge was monitored using a D0
probe scheme as discussed in section III-A. The method was chosen since the metastable
polarization was monitored over long periods of time and the probe laser would tend to drift
in wavelength making a D } probe scheme problematic.

Figure 23 shows the helium

metastable polarization in the DC discharge as a function of the pumping laser power.
As we monitored the extracted electron polarization as a function o f helium
polarization, we saw little effect o f adding the 71 light on the electron polarization. Figure 24
shows electron polarization data using only o light and both it and a light in the cross
pumping scheme. Both helicities of o light were studied. In the cross pumping mode both
legs of the pumping light have equal intensity. These results made us consider more carefully
the geometry o f our system and the properties of our discharge. The DC discharge will be
made up, in general, o f four major distinct discharge regions - the cathode fall, the negative
glow, the positive column, and the anode fall region [37], The anode fall is o f interest to us
since we extract our electrons from the anode region. The anode fall would have the effect
o f creating a voltage gradient adjacent to the anode that would tend to "heat up" the
electrons. It should be noted the appearance of the discharge grows brighter at the anode,
leading to the suspicion that we are dealing with an anode fall region. The n optical pumping
leg cannot pump directly on the area adjacent to the anode due to the design o f the apparatus.
The 7i light can only pump in the region o f the positive column. The o light, due to the
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Figure 23. D ata show ing helium m etastable polarization versus pum ping laser pow er.
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Figure 24. D ata showing extracted electron polarization versus optical pumping laser
power.
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design o f the experiment, is directed into the anode region. The data given in Figure 23,
therefore, represents the polarization o f the metastable atoms as measured in the positive
column and not in the anode fall or extraction region. The data in Figure 24 suggests that
metastable polarization is substantially reduced as the gas moves from the positive column
into the anode fall region.

The o light continues to pump in the anode fall region and

therefore has a larger effect on the extracted electron polarization. In Figure 25, extracted
electron polarization is measured as a function of helium metastable polarization. This data
represents pumping with o light alone. The probe laser was directed near the anode region
for the taking o f this data but the metastable polarization directly at the anode could not be
determined.
In an attempt to optimize the system, the extracted electron polarization was
measured against variations in optical pumping cell pressure and extracted electron current
as shown in Figures 26 and 27 respectively.

The electron polarization did not vary

appreciably over the ranges of either of these data sets.
The effect of the Helmholtz coils that surround the optical pumping cell was also
investigated. The current in the coils was decreased through zero and then brought up again
in a negative sense have the effect of reversing the applied magnetic field on the optical
pumping cell.

Figure 28 gives the results o f the experiment.

The dip in the electron

polarization corresponds to zero polarization o f the helium metastables. At the value of 0.3
Gauss, the horizontal magnetic field component becomes zero. The offset is due to the
horizontal component of the earths magnetic field. The remaining external field acting on the
optical pumping cell is the vertical component of the earth's field. The result is that the o
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Figure 25. Data showing extracted electron polarization versus helium metastable
polarization.
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Figure 26. D ata show ing extracted electron polarization versus optical pum ping cell
pressure.
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Figure 27. D ata showing extracted electron polarization versus extracted current.
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100

Figure 28. D ata show ing the effect o f the m agnetic field o f the H elm holtz coil used in
optical pum ping on the extracted electron polarization.
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pumping beam is no longer directed along the quantization axis but rather perpendicular to
it. The selection rules now allow equal pumping on the Anij = +1 and Anij = -1 so that no
net polarization is possible.
Another magnetic field effect was studied with respect to the measured optical
polarization o f the neon fluorescence. We found that both the linear polarization fraction as
well as the circular polarization fraction of the fluorescence was greatly effected by an applied
magnetic field. The current through the large rectangular coils that surround the apparatus
was varied to produce changes in the magnetic field component directed perpendicular to the
plane defined by the beam line and the axis o f the optical polarimeter. The polarization o f the
neon fluorescence was measured as a function of applied magnetic field. Figure 29 shows the
magnetic field dependance of M/I and Figure 30 shows the dependance of S/I on an external
magnetic field. The data is given for both an electron polarization of ~5% and for an electron
polarization of - -5%. The electron beam energy for the runs was - 50eV. The dependance
can be explained by a Larmor precession o f the induced magnetic dipole. In the exchange
collision, the angular momentum of the initial electron is transferred to the neon atom and the
axis of the resulting magnetic dipole lies in the equatorial plane and is initially in the direction
of the electron spin. We thus create a bulk magnetic moment o f the 3D3 neon excited state.
If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the induced magnetic moment, the atom will
begin to Larmor precess. The M/I factor depends only on the alignment o f the atom and is
independent o f electron polarization. The S/I factor depends on the orientation of the atom
and for a change of sign in the electron polarization, the orientation will point in the opposite
direction. This may be viewed as the precession starting 180° out of phase. The value
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Figure 29. L inear polarization, M/I, for neon 3D 3 -»3P2 in an externally applied B field.
The solid circles represent d ata w ith m easured electron polarization o f 5%. The solid
triangles represent data w ith m easured electron polarization o f -5% . T he solid line show s
the best fit o f the data.
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Figure 30. Circular polarization, S/I, for neon 3D 3 -* 3P2 in an externally applied B field.
The solid circles represent data w ith m easured electron polarization o f 5% . T he solid
triangles represent data w ith m easured electron polarization o f -5%.
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measured for M/I and S/I will depend on the orientation of the state when it decays. The
angle, 0, of this Larmor precession is given by

0 = Ci)

,

where 0)Lis the Larmor frequency. That frequency is proportional to the applied field, B, and
is related to the Lande g-factor of the state by the formula [38]

“

L

=

S

~ B

>

where g = -1.33 [39], [40], Taking into account the exponential decay of the dipole moment,
and the relation given earlier for M/I in terms o f the state multipoles together with the above
relations, it is possible to fit the data o f Figure 29 to obtain the average lifetime o f the excited
state. The solid curve in Figure 29 shows the best fit o f the data. The fit lifetime is -60ns.
The tabulated lifetime of this excited state is 195ns [41]. The source of error could possibly
be due to a convolution of the data with cascades as well as an inability to accurately measure
the magnetic field in the target chamber. The data of Figure 29 and Figure 30 also includes
the integrated spin precession of the impact electron before exciting the neon.
The value of M/I was also seen to be dependant on the neon pressure in the
polarimeter as well as on the neon jet position. The data is shown in Figures 31 and 32. The
data seems to suggest radiation trapping as the poloarization becomes washed out with
increasing neon gas density. Experimentally the optimum was chosen in both cases for
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F ig u re 31. Linear polarization, M /I, versus neon pressure.
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F ig u re 32. Linear polarization, M /I, versus neon jet position.
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normal operation o f the polarimeter.
We measured the energy width o f the extracted electron beam to be approximately
10 eV using a retarding field energy analyzer [42], This agrees with a neon "excitation
function" analysis using the neon polarimeter.

The final electron beam energy is determined

by the potential difference between the anode and the neon reaction chamber. An excitation
function is determined by recording photon counts due to the neon fluorescence while the
electron beam energy is varied by changing the reaction chamber potential. The energy width
of the beam is determined by comparing this curve to an excitation function produced from
an electron source of known energy spread. Figure 33 is a neon excitation function produced
with the above electron source. This curve is compared to a neon excitation function created
with a GaAs electron source with an energy width o f 200meV [24] shown in Figure 34.
Using the excitation function produced with the GaAs source as a "bench mark", the energy
width of the DC helium discharge electron source is determined to be approximately lOeV.
While experimenting with an RF helium discharge, the extracted electron energy width was
also measured to be approximately 10 eV using both retarding field analysis and by excitation
function comparison. Figure 35 shows a neon excitation function produced using the electron
beam extracted from the RF helium discharge.
From the DC discharge source we measure electron currents up to 4mA. We lose
several orders o f magnitude in electron current by the time the beam passes through the
reaction chamber. Figure 36 shows the relation between the extracted current and the current
measured after the neon reaction chamber. The large drop in current is due to the fact that
a very simple 'first order' design for the electron optics was used.
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F ig u re 33. Excitation function o f the 2p53p level of neon produced with the DC helium
discharge electron source.
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Figure 34. Excitation function o f the 2 p s3p level o f neon produced with a GaAs electron
source with known energy width o f 200 meV.
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Figure 35. Excitation function of the 2p53p level of neon produced with an electron beam
extracted from a RF helium discharge.
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Figure 36. Measured current at reaction chamber versus extracted current.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the course of the above experiment a new and simple method o f measuring directly
the polarization o f the helium 23S j metastable atoms was developed.

This method has

quantitatively demonstrated the polarization enhancement o f the cross pumping technique.
Together with the improvements made to the Nd:LMA laser systems, it became feasible to
explore the possibility of developing a polarized electron source based on the earlier work of
McCusker et al. [17], This is the first report known to the author o f the extraction of
polarized electrons from a DC discharge. The source can produce a 6% electron polarization
at several milliamps o f current and an energy width of approximately 10 eV. Table III
compares the characteristics of the source developed in this work with established sources
of polarized electrons. The Figure o f merit P2I of this work is comparable to other polarized
electron sources. The current produced by this source far exceeds the currents produced by
conventional polarized electron sources. The energy spread, though, is also greater than the
other sources.
The low polarization of the source is attributed to a relaxation mechanism near the
anode or extraction region of the source.

We attempted to eliminate this problem by

designing a DC discharge electron source that would allow us to extract from the negative
glow region of the discharge. It has been shown by Lawler et al. [43] that the negative glow
region of a helium discharge has an average electron temperature of less than 0.2eV. This
low electron temperature leads to an increase in the 23Sj density at the expense of the 2 %
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Table III. Characteristics of selected polarized electron sources.

Source

Polarization

I (/xA)

AE (eV)

P2I (A)

UMR Source (present work)

0.06

> 200

*10

7 X 10'7

Rice He Afterglow Source |9 |

0.8

0.05

*0.15

8 X 106

AlGaAs-GaAs Superlattice |7 |

0.71

0.05

NEA GaAs [8]

0.43

20a

T o r 1 mW incident radiation.

3 X 108
0.13

4 X 10'6
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states. The triplet metastable atoms are created in the reaction

H e ( l lS0) + e ^ H e ( 2 3S l) + e + 0.79eV

.

The reverse reaction is unlikely since the average electron temperature is less than 0.79eV.
This is desirable since the singlet metastables are a source o f unpolarized electrons in the
discharge. At the suggestion of J. E. Lawler we created a DC discharge source using a
hollow cathode cylinder of the type used in gas lasers and situated the anode/extraction hole
close to one end leaving the other end open for an optical pumping beam. The negative glow
forms at the center of the cylinder and it was hoped that we could extract directly from the
negative glow. This set-up gave results similar to the other DC discharge cell geometry
previously discussed. An electron polarization of approximately 5% was measured indicating
that there remains an unknown source of unpolarized electrons within the discharge. Other
source designs are currently being considered.
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